
Hi there and thank you for your interest in Elite Secrets!  

 

To save you time, we’ve created a template you can use to request approval from your leadership. 

 

Be sure to customize the areas in bold below for your needs.  

 

We also recommend you attach the curriculum to the email for your manager’s review. 

 

Example benefits for your company or team: 

• Proactively engage customers and get customer intelligence that our competitors won’t get. 

• Improve customer intimacy and customer trust – resulting in higher-quality customer intelligence. 

• Improve the identification, qualification, and shaping of opportunities early in the acquisition cycle. 

• Enhanced “discovery” during capture to understand the customer’s “real” needs, the impact of 

addressing those needs, and the urgency with which they will address the needs. 

• Use higher quality intelligence to create better win strategies and to enable better decisions during 

gate, and opportunity reviews. 

• Implement a common lexicon-based that allows for better internal collaboration, solutioning, and the 

development of winning proposals. 

 

We hope you find this useful and look forward to seeing you in this course soon! – The Hi-Q Team 

 

 

Hi [Manager’s Name], 

 

I hope your day is going well. I’ve been researching professional development programs and wanted to share 

one I recently came across: Elite Secrets: Government Business Development. 

 

This program stood out as it’s the only on-demand BD course focused on customer engagement within the 

GovCon market. It is also process-agnostic, as it’s designed to enhance our existing BD and Capture process.  

 

The course teaches an engagement method based on emotional intelligence, allowing us to significantly 

improve our customer affinity, human intelligence, actionable intelligence, and shaping and winning process. 

 

I believe it would [explain one or more specific benefits for your company and/or team]. I also believe it 

would assist us in our current challenge to [reference program specifics]. 

 

Additional Information: 

 

• Self-Paced: 3 Hours Weekly Study (2-4 weeks to complete) 

• Location: Virtual/ Online  

• Cost: $499 

• https://gmarku.com/product/elite-secrets-i-ii-government-business-development/ 

 

Please let me know if I have your approval to get started.   

 

Thank you,  

[Your Name] 


